For a lot of leading-edge food service or retail concepts, there’s just no need for larger, more rugged, higher-powered terminals. Also, many existing chains are beginning to recognize a need to deploy additional terminals at some of their sites and are looking for flexibility and a compact design.

For those and other similar situations, the NCR PX Series Advanced POS Terminal is a perfect fit. Purpose-built to handle today’s most innovative POS solutions, the PX Series combines the stability and uncompromising quality of a fixed terminal with the compact, sleek and familiar look and feel of a tablet.

**Versatility in a Compact Machine**

The PX Series runs either Windows 10 or Android in a sleek chassis that anchors either a 10” or a 15” LED backlit LCD glass screen to deliver full HD and projected capacitive touch technology. Internally, solid-state components enable a fanless design so there are no moving parts to break. You can also mount an equally impressive 7” display on the back so your customers can visually keep track of their order as it’s entered, ensuring a high level of order accuracy.

Every business is different, which is why we built the PX Series to be one of the most versatile form factors on the market. Choose the amount of RAM and SSD space that suits your specific needs. You decide whether or not to include options like a mag stripe reader, scanner, wi-fi capability, biometrics, or battery backup.

When it comes to connectivity, the PX Series has an impressive Input/Output profile. But if the onboard ports aren’t enough, expansion options give you even more of what you need to connect this terminal to your business. A separate battery is available that snaps directly onto the base of the terminal so it doesn’t compromise the clean look and feel of the device.

**Simply Easy to Use**

The tablet-like chassis is made of durable metal with a resilient touchscreen. A single hinge allows staff to adjust the device to the most comfortable angle based on height and/or preference. You can either mount it to a cash drawer magnetically or secure it directly to a countertop for greater security.

For more information, visit ncr.com, or email hospitality.information@ncr.com.
**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**

**TOUCH SCREEN**
- 10" or 15" Full LED LCD
- Projective Capacitive Touch

**PROCESSOR**
- Intel CPU – Dual-core (N3350 up to 2.4 Ghz)

**MEMORY**
- 4GB RAM standard
- Option for 8GB RAM

**STORAGE**
- 32GB, 64GB or 128GB SSD

**DESIGN**
- Fanless design with tilt hinge

**OPERATING SYSTEMS**
- Windows® 10 IoT 64bit
- Android (6.0)

**CONNECTIVITY**
- Cash Drawer
- Ethernet
- 1xUSB Type-C
- 2xUSB Type A
- 1xRJ45 Serial
- SIM Card Slot

**OPTIONS**
- MSR
- Biometrics
- Front or back integrated scanner
- I/O expansion box
- Battery
- Wifi (802.11 a/b/g/n/ac)
- 7" Customer Display

**KEY FEATURES**
- High-quality components in a compact, tablet-like design
- Durable metal construction with resilient touchscreen technology
- Hinge to adjust angle/height of touchscreen
- Open Architecture
- Secure I/O access when mounted to countertop

*Every business is different, which is why we built the PX Series to be one of the most versatile form factors on the market.*

---

**WHY NCR?**

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is a leader in omni-channel solutions, turning everyday interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences. With its software, hardware, and portfolio of services, NCR enables nearly 700 million transactions daily across retail, financial, travel, hospitality, telecom and technology, and small business. NCR solutions run the everyday transactions that make your life easier.

NCR is headquartered in Atlanta, Ga., with over 30,000 employees and does business in 180 countries. NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and other countries.